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Problem Recap

Clostridium difficile
In the United States in 20151:
Caused nearly 500,00 infections
Caused about 29,000 death
Transmission
Through hands and surfaces and exposure to spores

•
•
•
•
•

High touch surfaces are not always cleaned
Chemicals for traditional cleaning of surfaces can cause mattress cover to erode/fail5
Mattress cover failure leads to germ exposure5
Mattress cover failure leads to an increase in friction/shear forces5
Mattress cover failure leads to a change in Moisture Vapor Transfer Rate (MVTR)5

Solution: Launderable Mattress

Prevention
 Aggressive handwashing
 Handwashing surveillance of caregivers
 Isolation of patients
 Effective cleaning of environment and inanimate objects
 Antibiotic Stewardship practices

Mattresses and bed decks and other inanimate objects
have been shown to harbor bacteria, including c.difficile2,3
Traditional cleaning agents have been shown to affect the
mattress cover, leading to erosion of the mattress cover,
and allowing infection transmission from one patient to
another4,5
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Traditional Bleach leads to mattress erosion—must always
follow manufacturer’s instructions for cleaning4,5

Patient Environment: many opportunities for cleaning2

Mattress cover erosion places all patients, and especially
wounded patients, at risk for c.diff and other harmful
bacteria

WHY
Provides a barrier to the mattress cover, decreasing erosion potential and body
matter deposit into the existing cover, leading to a healthier cover, preservation
of mattress functionality and safety.

Lived experiences:
•
•
•
www.digitaltrends.com

Traditional environmental cleaning of high touch surfaces
has been demonstrated to be inadequate2,3
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LTACH in Virginia decreased c.diff by 71% just by replacing bed decks7
2 LTACHs in Indiana found that this mattress cover did NOT lead to an
increase in HAPIs8
Demonstrated decrease in c.difficile infections, wound infections, and no
increase in pressure related injuries=a viable, safe solution for infection
control and patient safety!
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